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Similarity comparisons are highly sensitive to judgment context. Three experiments explore context
effects that occur within a single comparison rather than across several trials. Experiment 1shows re
liable intransitivities in which a target is judged to be more similar to stimulus A than to stimulus B,
more similar to B than to stimulus C, and more similar to C than to A. Experiment 2 explores the locus
of Tversky's (1977)diagnosticity effect in which the relative similarity of two alternatives to a target is
influenced by a third alternative. Experiment 3 demonstrates a new violation of choice independence
which is explained by object dimensions' becoming foregrounded or background ed, depending upon
the set of displayed objects. The observed violations of common assumptions to many models of sim
ilarity and choice can be accommodated in terms of a dynamic property-weighting process based on
the variability and diagnosticity of dimensions.

Assessments of similarity seem to be important for a
variety of cognitive acts, ranging from problem solving
to categorization to memory retrieval. If William James
(1890/1950) was correct in stating that "this sense of
Sameness is the very keel and backbone ofour thinking"
(p. 459), we might expect similarity judgments to be sta
ble, reliable, and less flexible than the cognitive acts that
depend on them. There is considerable research, however,
that undermines this assumption (e.g., Medin, Goldstone,
& Gentner, 1993). The three experiments to be reported
here provide evidence that assessing the similarity oftwo
things depends on the context of the judgment in several
important and specific ways. The contextualized nature
of similarity is shown by demonstrating systematic viola
tions of several assumptions associated with standard
models of similarity. Furthermore, the results show that
"context" is not limited to the items actually present in a
choice situation; two compared objects may create, or "re
cruit," their own context, which in turn influences judged
similarity.
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Contextual Effects in Similarity
The notion ofcontext dependence stands in contrast to

what we will call fixed-set approaches to similarity. In
this view, similarity is computed by integrating evidence
from a fixed set of features or dimensions. Each of the
things to be compared is first assigned a representation,
in terms of features (Tversky, 1977), or values along con
tinuous dimensions (Carroll & Wish, 1974; Shepard,
1962). The features or dimensions may also be assigned
weights that indicate their salience. The representations
are then compared in terms of overlap (Tversky, 1977),
distance in psychological space (Caroll & Wish, 1974),
ortransformational distance (lmai, 1977; Wiener-Ehrlich
& Bart, 1980). Importantly, the featural or dimensional
representations are determined before the comparison
process takes place, although in some methods, most no
tably Tversky's contrast model, the context ofa compar
ison may influence the weights assigned to the features
of an object's representation.

The assumption that fixed-object representations are
the inputs to a similarity computation is useful in several
ways. It is a necessary precondition for many ofthe similar
ity techniques to operate. For example, in multidimen
sional scaling (MDS), objects are represented by points in
multidimensional space. Context or intrinsic variability
may alter an object's position in the space (Ennis, 1992),
and attentional changes may stretch or shrink the space in
one or more dimensions (Nosofsky, 1986). However, ifone
allows that different object properties are systematically
considered when the object is compared with different ob
jects, then consistent and appropriate point locations for
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the object cannot be determined and a legitimate MDS
space cannot be constructed. More generally, if one wishes
to explain categorization, problem solving, or memory re
trieval in terms of similarity, then a stable notion of sim
ilarity is desirable. If similarity itself is as difficult to ex
plain as these higher level cognitive phenomena, as some
philosophers have contended (Goodman, 1972), then it
cannot provide an informative account or stable ground.

Although the notion of similarity would be simple if
the representation and weighting ofobject properties were
context invariant, a substantial amount ofevidence argues
against this idea (Medin, Goldstone, & Markman, 1995).
For example, several researchers have discussed general
context effects in judgments as a result ofprevious trials.
According to Parducci's (1965; Wedell, 1994, in press)
"range- frequency" theory, judgments represent a compro
mise between a range and a frequency principle. The range
principle states that the range of stimulus values will be
divided into equally wide subranges. The frequency prin
ciple states that the stimuli will be divided into intervals
that contain equal numbers of stimuli. According to the
frequency principle, two objects will receive a higher sim
ilarity rating when the presentation frequency of highly
dissimilar pairs is increased. In fact, Sjoberg (1972) has
shown that the similarity of falcon to chicken, for exam
ple, increased when the entire set of items (mostly birds)
to be compared included wasp rather than sparrow. Sim
ilarly, Helson's (1964) adaptation-level theory predicts
that earlier trials may create standards by which later tri
als are compared. In a classic demonstration, a moderately
heavy weight was judged to be heavier when preceded
by light, rather than heavy, weights (Helson, Michels, &
Sturgeon, 1954).

In addition to these general judgment phenomena, other
context effects peculiar to similarity judgments have
been proposed. Krumhansl (1978) argued that similarity
between objects decreases when they are surrounded by
many close neighbors-neighbors that were presented
on previous trials (also see Wedell, 1994). Tversky (1977)
obtained evidence for an extension effect, according to
which features influence similarity judgments more
when they vary within an entire set of stimuli. In one ex
periment, some participants rated the similarity of pairs
of South American countries, others rated the similarity
of European countries, and still other participants rated
the similarity of two South American countries on some
trials and two European countries on other trials. The
similarity ratings from this last group were significantly
higher than from the other groups, presumably because
the features "South American" and "European" became
important when they were not held constant across the
entire set of stimuli.

Items presented within a particular trial also influence
similarity judgments. Perhaps the most famous example
of this is Tversky's (1977) diagnosticity effect, discussion
of which will be deferred until Experiment 2. More re
cently, Medin et al. (1993) have argued that different com
parison standards are created depending on the items that
are present on a particular trial. In one of their experi-

ments, participants rated the similarity of pairs of words
that were either presented separately ("separated con
text") or simultaneously ("combined context"). The pairs
of words were either related antonymically (e.g., white
and black)or by association/category (e.g., skin and hair).
Words that were related antonymically received lower
similarity ratings than the other words, but only when the
words were presented in the separated context. For ex
ample, in the separated context, the group ofparticipants
who saw the sunrise-sunset comparison gave lower sim
ilarity ratings than participants who saw the sunrise
sunbeam comparison, but this trend was reversed when
sunbeam and sunset were simultaneously compared with
sunrise for a participant in the combined context group.
Medin et al. (1993) argued that the most salient standard
ofcomparison for antonyms in isolation was their dimen
sional difference (e.g., time of day for sunrise-sunset),
which is quite large, because they occupy opposite poles.
However, when other terms are considered simulta
neously, the standard of comparison is enlarged to in
clude the many features shared by antonyms.

In summary, the aggregate of evidence suggests that
similarity is not just simply a relation between two ob
jects; rather, it is a relation between two objects and a
context. Similarity appears to depend on contexts defined
by the set of stimuli used in a particular experimental set
ting as well as by the context defined by the other alter
natives present on a particular trial.

Plan of Experiments
The present experiments examine three distinct types

ofcontext effect. The first ofthese experiments presents
evidence against any approach to similarity that assumes
that "choose the most similar object" judgments operate
on fixed similarities between pairs of objects. The form
ofthis evidence is a violation oftransitivity in two-choice
similarity judgments. The second experiment explores
the cause ofthe best known context effect in similarity
Tversky's (1977) diagnosticity effect-which is evidenced
by violations of choice independence of irrelevant alter
natives. The third experiment uncovers additional evidence
against choice independence, evidence that is explainable
in terms of different contrast sets' being evoked for dif
ferent comparisons.

Transitivity and choice independence are among the
most fundamental measurement assumptions associated
with standard models of similarity. Although our exper
iments find evidence against these assumptions, they
will not be interpreted as showing the hopeless vagaries
of similarity judgments; instead, the studies are unified
in their support of dynamic, on-line judgment processes
that determine the importance of particular attributes or
dimensions. We argue that stability must be understood in
terms of similarity processes, not in terms of outcomes.

EXPERIMENT 1

Assumptions of transitivity are found in most general
models ofjudgment, including models of similarity judg-
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Table 1
Gambles Employed in Experiment 1 of Tversky (1969)

ment (Coombs, 1983; Mellers & Biagini, 1994; Shepard,
1962). Because of the intuitiveness and widespread use
of the transitivity assumption, Tversky's (1969) demon
stration of intransitivities in preference judgments was
notabl~ (for similar violations associated with voting ag
gregation, see Arrow, 1951). Specifically, Tversky found
intransitivities in five gamble choices varying on two di
mensions, probability of winning and dollar amount won,
whose values are shown in Table 1. Participants showed
a tendency to prefer A over B, B over C, Cover D, Dover
E, but E over A, giving rise to reliable intransitivities.
Payoffprobabilities were represented by pie graphs, and
consequently subtle discriminations between probability
~a~ues w~re difficult to make. Tversky argued that par
ticipants Ignored probability differences that fell below
~ certain cri.terion, but paid attention to these probabili
ties when grven the items A and E that had highly dif
ferent probabilities. In a second experiment, Tversky also
observed asymmetries, arguing that greater weight was
given to dimensions that had the largest differences.

The purpose of the present experiment was to look for
corresponding intransitivities in forced-choice similar
ity judgments. The experiment also explored whether in
transitivities could be obtained only when there were dif
ferential changes in dimension importance due to scaling,
the form of explanation provided by Tversky (1969). In
the current experiment, a standard object was paired
with two comparison objects, and participants were in
structed to select the object that was most similar to the
standard. For example, the stimuli from Figure I were
shown to participants on three trials. Participants were
asked to choose between A and B, between Band C, or be
tween A and C, selecting the object most like the standard.
Syste1?atic intransitivities, iffound, would be incompat
ible with any model offorced-choice similarity judgments
that assumed initial determination of individual similar
ities ofA, B, and C to the standard, and then probabilistic
selection of the choice with the greatest similarity.

Experiment I was designed to detect either of two va
rieties of intransitivity. The first variety of intransitivity
would be for A to be systematically selected over B as
more similar to T, B to be selected over C, and C to be
selected over A. This pattern will be called the "dimen
sion counting strategy," because it amounts to counting
the number ofdimensions on which an object is more sim
!Iar to the standard than are its alternatives. This strategy
IS an example ofthe "majority ofconfirming dimensions"
choice rule in judgment. By this strategy, the object that
is most similar to standard on most dimensions will tend

Figure 1. Sample stimuli from Experiment 1. Hue differences
are represented by shading differences. The majority of obtained
intransitivities were ofthe following pattern: B was more similar
to the standard than was A, C was more similar to the standard
than was B, and A was more similar to the standard than was C.
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to be selected. In Figure I, A is more similar than B to
the standard on size and color, B is more similar than C
on angle and size, and C is more similar than A on angle
and color. A second variety of intransitivity arises ifB is
selected over A, C is selected over B, and A is selected
over C. This "diagnostic-dimension strategy" empha
sizes the dimension that serves to distinguish the two
choices mo~t c!e~rly (a similar rule was proposed by
Mellers & Biagini, 1994). By this rule, B should be cho
sen over A because B is much more similar to the stan
dard than is A on the angle dimension, C would be cho
sen over B because of C's substantial superiority on the
color dimension, and A would be chosen over C due to
A's substantial size advantage.

T~e experit;nent examined whether the probability of
making a particular choice varied significantly in accord
with either the diagnostic-dimension or the dimension
counting rules. The data could also reveal no systematic
violation oftransitivity. Patterns ofrandom responses, or
patt~rns o~respo~ses that indicate a consistent weighting
of dimensions Will not be taken as evidence of intransi
~ivity. For example, ifA> B > C with respect to similar
rty to the standard, then we can simply hypothesize that
size is the most important dimension in the experiment.

Method
Subjects. Fifty-eight undergraduate students from Indiana Uni

versity served as subjects in order to fulfill a course requirement.
Materials. The basic objects to be compared were wedge-like

shapes, as shown in Figure I, displayed on color Macintosh IIsi com
puters. The objects varied on three dimensions: angle, size, and hue.
Four values were possible on each dimension. The angle dimension
refers to the angle ofthe right arm ofthe wedge and varied from 16°
to 30° relative to .the left edge of the left arm of the wedge, which
always pointed directly upward (0°). The size dimension refers to
the total vertical length of the objects, and that varied from 2.6 to
6.3 em. The color dimension refers to the amount of red hue in the
objects. The 1976 CIE (Commission Internationale de L'Eclairage)
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values for the hues varied from u' = .5463 and v' = .3696 to u' =
.5266 and v' = .3764.All ofthe objects had luminances of27.6 cd/m
as measured by a Spectrascan 714 chromometer.

Design. A standard was compared with three comparison ob
jects. Sets ofcomparison objects were created such that each object
was slightly closer to the standard than was another object on two
dimensions and further from the standard than was the other object
on the remaining dimension. Figure I shows one example of this
structure. In this example, the standard has the largest possible
value on all three dimensions (widest angle, largest size, deepest
red). Object A is closer to the standard than is object B on two of
the three dimensions; on the third dimension (angle), object B is two
values closer to the standard than is A. Similarly, object B is closer
to the standard than is object C on two dimensions, and object C is
closer to the standard than is object A on two dimensions. In this
manner, each of the three comparison objects was always more sim
ilai to the standard than was another comparison object on two di
mensions, and was less similar to the standard than was the third
comparison object on two dimensions.

Eight replications of this structure were tested; in each, the stan
dard was defined by different combinations of extreme values on
the three dimensions: 444 (highest values on all three dimensions,
as shown in Figure 1),441,414,411, 144, 141, 114, and 111 (low
est values on all three dimensions). Each comparison object was
separated from the standard by one value on one dimension, by two
values on another dimension, and by the three values on the third di
mension. The separation intervals are arranged in the equivalent of
a Latin-squaredesign in the three objects and in the three dimensions.

Customization of materials. Opportunities for discovering in
transitivities are available only if the three dimensions have ap
proximately equal saliences. For example, if one participant found
color to be the most salient dimension in Figure I, then he or she
would choose A over B, B over C, and A over C, without violating
transitivity. Consequently, over the course of the experiment, we
equated the salience of the dimensions for each participant. In ad
dition, it was necessary to customize the interval between values on
a dimension, because participants might disagree with respect to
the subjective difference between two values on a dimension.

In order to achieve this participant-specific customization of the
materials, the function that translated the abstract dimensional char
acterization of an object into its physical instantiation was altered
depending on a participant's previous choice. If a participant se
lected the object that was more similar on only one dimension (di
mension X) then the difference between the standard value on di
mension X and the choice's value on dimension X was increased by
two units by changing the choice's value, and the difference between
the standard value and the alternative not selected was decreased by
one unit on each of the other two dimensions. If a participant se
lected the object that was more similar on two dimensions, then the
difference between the standard and the choice's value on both of
these dimensions was increased by one unit, and the difference be
tween the standard and the alternative not selected was decreased by
two units on the remaining dimension. These alterations preserve
the overalldissimilarityofthe three choices from the standard in terms
of number ofunits. Initially, abstract values of I, 2, 3, and 4 on a di
mension were given unit values of 0, 20, 40, and 60, respectively.
For the color dimension, one unit roughly corresponded to a .007
change in the u' and v' CIE hue coordinates of an object. For the
size dimension, one unit corresponded to 0.11 cm. For the angle di
mension, one unit corresponded to 0.8°.

Procedure. The standard was always placed at the top of the
screen, and the two comparison objects were placed to the lower
left and lower right of the standard. Subjects were instructed that
they would see three wedge-like objects on the screen and would be
asked to decide which ofthe two lower objects was more similar to
the top object. The subjects pressed the" I" or "2" key on the com
puter if they judged the left or right object, respectively, to be most

similar to the standard. The objects remained on the screen until the
judgment was made.

Each subject completed 288 trials in all. The first 144 trials were
used to customize dimension values for the subjects; the results
were analyzed for only the last 144 trials. These consisted of six
replications ofthe 24 basic comparisons. In tum, each set of24 com
parisons consisted of 8 replications of 3 trials; each of the 8 repli
cations had a different standard defined in the manner described
above. The three repeated trials displayed standard-A-B, standard
B-C, and standard-A-C. The order of the trials and the left/right po
sitions ofthe two alternatives were randomized.

Results
Similaritychoices can be coded in terms ofwhether they

are predicted by the dimension-counting or diagnostic
dimension rules. Evidence for systematic intransitivities
exists if either rule receives significantly greater support
than the other rule. In fact, 61% of the 2,815 responses
were consistent with the diagnostic-dimension rule, and
39% were consistent with the dimension-counting rule
[t(57) = 5.8,p < .01], where the null hypothesis is that
the true proportion of diagnostic-dimension responses is
50%. Given that objects A, B, and C were chosen equally
often overall [51%,49%, and 50%, respectively; F(l,57) =
2.2, MSe = 0.21, p >.3], this preponderance of diagnos
tic-dimension choices cannot be explained by unequal
similarities between the choices and the standard. Rather,
the difference seems to be due to the context (the other
choice) in which the objects are presented.

The standard method for finding violations of transi
tivity is to test the assumption of weak stochastic transi
tivity (WST), which states that if P(A,B) ~ 0.5 and
P(B,C) ~ 0.5, then P(A,C) ~ 0.5, where P(A,B) is the
probability ofobject A being chosen over object B. WST
is the easiest form of transitivity to satisfy, and hence,
finding violations of this form of intransitivity is the
most difficult and significant. In testing WST, the A-B,
B-C, and A-C pairs for each participant were separately
tabulated. Treating each of three response proportions as
binary valued (e.g., either A is selected more often than
B or it is not), there are eight (23) different outcomes for
the three choice pairs, shown in the eight rows of Table 2.
The top and bottom rows reflect intransitivities, and the
remaining six rows reflect transitivities. The top row re
flects the type of intransitivity that would occur if a par
ticipant were adopting a diagnostic-dimension rule for se
lecting most similar choices. Overall, the percentage of
participants producing response profiles that fall into one
of the two intransitive patterns is greater than would be
expected by a chance rate of25% (binomial Z = 5.63, p <
.01). In addition, more participants produce diagnostic di
mension intransitivities than produce dimension-counting
intransitivities (Z = 6.36, p < .01).

One might argue that the large number of diagnostic
dimension intransitivities can be explained by a transi
tive choice model with response noise added. For exam
ple, if a participant's P(A,B) = 0.9, P(B,C) = 0.8, and
P(C,A) = 0.45, then the participant would produce data in
accord with WST.l Random noise would be more likely



Table 2
Frequencies of Eight Choice Outcomes Among 58 Subjects

A> B B > A C > A Frequency

Yes Yes Yes 25
Yes Yes No 5
Yes No Yes 5
Yes No No 4
No Yes Yes 4
No Yes No 3
No No Yes 4
No No No 8

Note-A "Yes" in the column "A > B" indicates that object A was cho
sen over object B greater than 50% of the time. The top row indicates
the type of intransitivity that would occur by following a "diagnostic di
mension" rule. The bottom row reflects a "dimension-counting" in
transitivity profile. The remaining six rows indicate transitive profiles.

to flip P(C,A) than P(A,B) or P(B,C) to less than 0.5, and
thus intransitivities could be produced by added random
noise. However, this possibility can be ruled out because
the number ofparticipants producing diagnostic-dimension
intransitivities is greater than the number ofparticipants
producing any response profile that differs from this in
transitivity by only one choice (e.g., rows 2,3, and 5 in
Table 2). In fact, the number of participants producing
these intransitivities significantly exceeds the sum of the
most similar response profiles (Z = 3.38,p < .01).

In addition to conducting frequency counts of partic
ipants, further analyses explored whether significant de
partures from WST were found for individual partici
pants. Following Tversky (1969), likelihood ratio tests
of WST and the two varieties of intransitivity were con
ducted for each participant. The quantity

Q(M M ) = -21n L*(Md
l' 0 L*(Mo)

provides a measure of the increase in probability that an
unrestricted model has over a more restricted model.
L*(Mo) is the maximum value of the likelihood function
of the observed data under the unrestricted model, and is
given by the product ofthe binomial probabilities. L*(M1)

is the same function under the restricted model, and is ob
tained by substituting a value of0.5 in the binomial prod
uct for those choice probabilities that were incompatible
with the restricted model. Violations of the restricted
model are shown when Q(M1,M2 ) reaches significance
atp < .05 under a chi-square distribution with degrees of
freedom equal to the number of restricted values.

The restricted model that tests WST is: whenever the
three choice probabilities exhibit an intransitivity, the value
closest to 0.5 is set to 0.5. With this model as M 1, the null
hypothesis that the unrestricted and restricted models fit
the data equally well could be rejected for 22 ofthe 58 sub
jects. As such, restricting a model so as to predict transi
tivities resulted in a significantly worse fit to the observed
choice probabilities for roughly one third of the subjects.
For these subjects, 16 showed intransitivities according
to the diagnostic-dimension rule, and the remaining 6
showed dimension-counting intransitivities.
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Discussion
Participants displayed a greater number ofdiagnostic

dimension intransitivities than would be predicted iftheir
similarity choices were not influenced by the alternatives
simultaneously presented. Ifthe similarity ofeach choice
to the standard were invariant, then participants either
would prefer one alternative over the others or (ifall three
choices were approximately equally similar) would ran
domly choose between alternatives. The results indicated
that each alternative within a triad was selected approx
imately 33% ofthe time by a participant. Still, participants
systematically selected some alternatives over other al
ternatives more than 50% of the time when given two al
ternatives from which to choose.

The results indicate that similarity assessments are in
fluenced by the context within a single trial. It should be
noted, however, that the customization procedure, in which
the saliences of the dimensions were roughly equated for
each participant, made it likely that even subtle intransi
tivities would be uncovered. Consequently, it is difficult
to estimate the magnitude of these context effects. Pilot
testing showed no violations of intransitivities when the
customization procedure was not used.

The majority ofparticipants demonstrated diagnostic
dimension intransitivities, in which they tended to select
the alternative with one clearly more similar dimension
than the other alternative. There are similarities between
this result and the intransitivities of preference reported
by Tversky (1969). In Tversky's Experiment 1 (see Table 1),
when alternatives (gambles) differed by only a small
amount, participants based their judgments on payoffs
rather than probabilities. When they differed by larger
amounts, participants based their judgments on probabil
ities instead. Tversky argued that small probability dif
ferences were treated as inconsequential. Similarly, in the
current experiment, participants may have ignored a di
mension if the alternatives did not differ greatly on it.
The difference between the current results and Tversky's
findings is that our results do not seem to depend on par
ticular salience characteristics of dimensions. Tversky
explained his effects by positing that particular dimen
sions (probabilities in his Experiment 1, intelligence in Ex
periment 2) tend to be particularly ignored if there are
small differences along them, and heavily weighted if
differences along them are large. To the extent that our
participants are following a diagnostic-dimension rule,
intransitivities can be explained without positing that
different dimensions' saliences are differentially affected
by scaling.

The predominant diagnostic-dimension strategy is also
consistent with other recent research on choices and sim
ilarity. Goldstone, Medin, and Gentner (1991) found that
adding a feature match along one abstract dimension in
creased similarity more when there were other feature
matches along the same abstract dimension. Mellers,
Change, Birnbaum, and Ordonez (1992) described a sim
ilar effect that they called "contrast weighting," in which
attributes with similar levels between alternatives re-
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ceived less weight than did attributes with dissimilar lev
els. Mellers and Biagini ( 1994) also found evidence that 
similarity along one dimension enhanced differences on 
another dimension. All three of these effects are consis
tent with diagnostic-dimension intransitivities in that each 
predicts that differences between the alternatives along 
the most discrepant dimension will be particularly heav
ily weighted during choice selection. Apparently, in ad
dition to influencing their preferences, participants' ten
dency to selectively weight diagnostic dimensions also 
influences their forced-choice similarity judgments, even 
with materials comprising logically equivalent stimuli 
(unlike the stimuli used by Tversky, 1969). 

EXPERIMENT 2A 

Experiment 1 demonstrated that dimensions that were 
diagnostic for distinguishing between choices were used 
as the basis for selecting choices as being more similar to 
a standard. The best known example of a within-trial con
text effect is also based on the diagnosticity of the choice 
attributes. Tversky ( 1977) argued that features that were 
diagnostic for relevant classifications would have dis
proportionate influence on similarity judgments. In one 
experiment, participants were asked to choose one out of 
three countries as being most similar to a fourth country 
(the standard). Participants tended to choose Sweden 
over Hungary as being more similar to Austria when the 
third alternative was Poland. However, participants tended 
to choose Hungary over Sweden when the third alterna
tive was Norway. Tversky argued that the third alterna
tive influenced similarity judgments by altering the cat
egories that were likely to be created. Participants who 
were given the countries Austria, Sweden, Hungary, and 
Poland to sort were more likely to group Austria and Swe
den together than were participants who were given Aus
tria, Sweden, Hungary, and Norway. 

By changing one of the choices, Tversky altered the 
featural commonalities between the alternatives. How
ever, Tversky did not distinguish between two types of 
featural commonalities that might behave quite differ
ently. Two choices may share a common feature that is 
also possessed by the standard. This situation will be 
called "shared match," where "match" refers to the match 
between the alternatives and the standard. Alternatively, 
the two choices may share a common feature that is not

possessed by the standard. This situation will be called 
"shared mismatch." Figure 2 shows how making alter
ations to one item (B) can affect whether features of items 
A and C share a match or mismatch with other alterna
tives. In the first row of Figure 2, face A shares a match 
with face B: faces A and B have the same eyes, which are 
also shared by the standard. In the third row, face A shares 
a mismatch with face B because they share a common 
smile, and that smile is not shared by the standard. 

In Experiment 2, participants were given a forced
choice similarity judgments among three alternatives, 
such as those in Figure 2. Different participants received 
the same sets except that the appearance of one item (B 

fi) 
Slandard 

® ® 
A - Shared Maleh B C 

® G3 
A B C - Shared Maleh 

® ® 
- Shared lismaleh B C 

A B C - Shared Mismalch 

Figure 2. Sample stimuli from Experiment 2. The four triads 
of choices are each compared to the same standard. A choice 
shares a feature match with another alternative if the two alter
natives share a feature that is also possessed by the standard. Two 
choices share a mismatching feature if they share a feature that 
is not possessed by the standard. Within a given set, objects A and 
C do not change at all. 

in Figure 2) was manipulated to alter the shared feature 
matches and mismatches. For all triads, B was dominated 
in the sense that either A or C had greater similarity to 
the standard than did B (for the shared-match trials, both 
A and C dominated B). B's role was to alter the unique
ness of A's and C's features within a triad. 

Disentangling the effects of shared matches and mis
matches allows one to test several different theories of 
context-based similarity that make different predictions 
for the two situations. First, consider Tversky's sugges
tion that categorization determines feature diagnosticity, 
which in turn determines choice selection. This theory 
makes the clear prediction that items that share mis
matches should be chosen less frequently than items that 
do not share mismatches. As an example, consider the 
third row of Figure 2. If these three items and the stan
dard were given to participants to sort into two categories, 
more participants would place A and B in one category 
and C and the standard in the other category than would 
place A and the standard in one category and B and C in 
the other category. This was confirmed in a pilot exper
iment (n = I 0) testing several of the sets from Experi
ment 2 and using the same sorting task used by Tversky 
(1977), except that we did not force participants to ere-



ate equal-sized categories. The observed sorting was pre
ferred by all 10 subjects, presumably because it allowedfor
equal-sized groups that could be determined by examin
ing only one feature (smiles in one group, open mouths
in the other group). Category-based diagnosticity pre
dicts that once C and the standard are placed in the same
category, attention to the mouth dimension increases be
cause it distinguishes between the two categories, and
therefore participants should be more likely to select C,
the choice that has its mouth in common with the stan
dard. This is also the choice that does not share any mis
matches with either of the other alternatives.

The predictions of category-based diagnosticity for the
shared-match situation are less clear, because partici
pants' sorting performance is not as clear. There appears
to be some tendency (12 of 18pilot participants) to group
items that share a matching feature with the standard.
For example, face A in the first row of Figure 2 is more
likely to be sorted with the standard (and face B) than is
face A in the second row. Consequently, this predicts a
slight tendency for participants to choose an item as most
similar more often when it shares a matching feature.
Thus, as Table 3 summarizes, Tversky's categorization
based diagnosticity principle predicts that, all else being
equal, an item that shares with another item a mismatch
ing feature with the standard, should be selected rela
tively rarely; an item that shares a matching feature should
be selected relatively frequently.

Another intuitive strategy that participants might use
is to select the "odd value out," that is, to base their
choices on the dimension that distinguishes one alterna
tive from the other two. This strategy predicts that an al
ternative that shares either matches or mismatches with
another item will be selected less frequently as being
most similar to the standard. For example, in the top row
of Figure 2, because A and B have the same eyes, C's
eyes stand out as being distinct, and would be selected as
the basis for choice. In the third row of Figure 2, A and
B have the same mouth, and thus there would be a ten
dency to select C because its mouth matches the standard.
This strategy is plausible given that distinctiveness may
capture attention.

Finally, a third possible strategy, "variability-based di
agnosticity," is to determine similarity by weighting di
mensions according to how many different values they
take within their sets. Dimensions that have many dif
ferent values would get greater weight in determining the
similarity between alternatives and the standard. The
motivation for weighting variable dimensions is similar
to the motivation behind diagnostic-dimension strategy
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in Experiment 1. Both are based on the premise that di
mensions that distinguish between choices well are par
ticularly valuable. Dimensions that take many different
values carry more information than dimensions that take
few values, and consequently better allow alternatives to
be distinguished from one another. On average, dimen
sions that have many different values will also have a
greater degree of difference between dimension values
than will dimensions that have fewer different values.

The variability-based diagnosticity strategy predicts
that, all else being equal, alternatives that share matches
will be selected infrequently and alternatives that share
mismatches will be selected frequently. For example, in
the top row ofFigure 2, there are three types of mouth and
two types of eyes. The more variable mouth dimension
will receive greater weight in a similarity assessment than
will the eye dimension. Accordingly, C will tend to be
selected over A, because C and the standard have a com
mon mouth feature. By the same token, an item with
shared mismatches will be chosen relatively frequently
because the dimension that is shared will have relatively
few values. In the third row of Figure 2, there are three
different eye types and two mouth types. Now, the more
variable eye dimension will receive greater weight, and
A (the choice with a shared mismatch) will tend to be se
lected over C.

Table 3 contains a summary of the predictions made
by these three strategies ofcontext-dependent choice se
lection. In addition to these strategies, it is also possible
that shared matches and mismatches both increase se
lection probability or that no context dependence is found
(e.g., B may be so different that it no longer is effectively
a part of the choice context).

Method
Subjects. Eighty-eight undergraduate students from Indiana

University served as subjects in order to fulfill a course require
ment.

Materials. Figure 2 shows an example ofone full set of four tri
ads. There were five such sets involving faces, two separated geo
metric shapes, single geometric shapes defined by their shape and
color, two connected circles with different colors, and contiguous
"blobs" with three protrusions. The items within a set varied on two
or three dimensions. The sets were created under the following con
straints: the standard and items A and C were not changed from trial
to trial; A and C were approximately equally similar to the standard,
such that each had an identical feature in common with the standard
that the other item did not; item B was less similar to the standard
than A or C, and four variations of B shared matching or mis
matching features with A and C, as in Figure 2.

All of the items were approximately 4 em- in area. When an item
consisted of two detached shapes, the shapes were separated by no

Table 3
Predictions and Outcomes for Experiment 2

Selection Probability

Theory Shared Match Shared Mismatch

Categorization-based diagnosticity
Select "odd value out"
Variability-based diagnosticity
Actual results

Increases
Decreases
Decreases
Decreases

Decreases
Decreases
Increases
Increases
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more than 0.6 em. The objects were shown on a color Macintosh IIsi
screen.

Procedure. On each trial, participants were shown a display that
consisted of the standard item at the top of the screen and the three
choice items below it. Participants were instructed to select the item
that was most similar to the standard. They made their selections by
using a mouse to move a cursor until the cursor was on top of an
item and then pressing the button on top of the mouse.

Each set of items produced four trials of the three alternative
forced-choice task, as illustrated in Figure 2. There were five sets
of items and eight repetitions ofevery trial, yielding 160 trials in all
for every subject. Trial order was randomized. In addition, the po
sitions of items A,B, and C were randomized on every trial and were
always equally spaced and horizontally level.

Results
Although there are four types of trials within a set of

items, only two types are logically distinct-trials that
involve shared matching features and trials that involve
shared mismatching features. There is no logical differ
ence between items A and C. Consequently, the two tri
als involving shared matches (likewise for mismatches)
were collapsed together.

On trials with a shared match, the choice that shared a
matching feature with B was selected 48.5% of the time,
the choice that did not share a matching feature with B
was selected 50.8% ofthe time, and B was selected 0.7%
of the time. Although the effect size is not large, a pre
planned paired t test indicated that the alternative that
shared matches with B was selected less often than the
other alternative [t(87) = 2.6,p = .01]. Of the five sets,
three produced this pattern unambiguously, and the other
two produced ambiguous results in which one item was
selected more often when it shared matches; the other item
in the set was selected less often when it shared matches.
Thus, 8 of the 10 items supported the trend that was sig
nificant in the subject analysis.

On shared mismatch trials, the choice that shared a
mismatching feature with B was selected on 50.2% ofthe
trials, the choice that did not share a mismatch with B
was selected on 49.0% of the trials, and B was selected
on 0.8% of the trials. The difference between the shared
mismatch choice and the choice without a shared mis
match was marginally significant for the subject analy
sis [t(87) = 1.8, p = .08]. In the item analysis, 6 of the
10 items showed this trend.

To assess whether these results were an artifact ofcom
bining across qualitatively different response patterns, two
measures were calculated for each participant that reflected
the degree and direction of the context effect: (l) percent
choices ofobject with shared matching feature - percent
choices of object without shared matching feature, and
(2) percent choices with shared mismatching feature 
percent choices without shared mismatching feature.
There was a modest, significant correlation between these
measures across subjects [r(87) = -O.l5,p < .05], but this
simply reflects the general effect that some participants
were more influenced by the irrelevant choice, item B, than
others. For each ofthe two derived measures, the null hy
pothesis that the measures were distributed normally

could not be rejected by a goodness-of-fit test [X2 (7) <
5.4,p > 0.3]. As such, there was nothing in the results to
suggest that the average context effects represented a
blend across a multimodal distribution of different
classes of participants.

In sum, the results indicate that a shared feature match
decreases selection probability, while there is a non
significant trend for a shared mismatch to increase selec
tion probability. When the magnitudes of these two ef
fects are compared for each participant (average effect
sizes due shared matching and mismatching features were
2.3% and 1.2% of choices, respectively), there is a sig
nificantly stronger influence of shared matches than of
shared mismatches [t(87) = 2.2, P < .05].

Before discussing these findings, we report the results
of a replication, Experiment 2B, which was conducted be
cause of the marginally significant effect of shared mis
matching features. In the replication, an attempt was made
to increase the contextual influence ofthe middle choices
in Figure 2, by having these items appear on the screen
before the other two alternatives. In this manner, it was
hoped that attention would initially be focused on these
items, and that changes to them would consequently have
a greater impact on people's choices.

EXPERIMENT 2B

Method
Subjects. Sixty-two undergraduate students from Indiana Uni

versity served as subjects in order to fulfill a course requirement.
Procedure. The materials were the same as those used in Ex

periment 2A. The procedure was also identical except for the tim
ing of the displayed items. At the beginning of a trial, the standard
and choice B were presented. After 500 msec, choices A and B also
appeared on the screen. As before, the spatial positions of the
choices A, B, and C were randomized. Thus, choice B was not al
ways presented in the center position. The subjects were not al
lowed to select an object as most similar to the standard until all
three choices were present.

Results
On trials with a shared match, the choice that shared a

feature match with B was selected 48.5% ofthe time, the
choice that did not share a feature match with B was se
lected 51.0% ofthe time, and B was selected 0.5% of the
time. A paired t test indicated that the alternative that
shared matches with B was selected less often than the
other alternative [t(61) = 3.2, P < .01]. For 9 of the 10
items that tested the influence of a shared match, the shared
match decreased the likelihood of choosing the item.

On shared mismatch trials, the choice that shared a
feature mismatch with B was selected on 50.2% of the
trials, the choice that did not share a mismatch with B
was selected on 49.2% of the trials, and B was selected
on 0.6% of the trials. The difference between the shared
mismatch choice and the choice without a shared mis
match was again only marginally significant for the sub
ject analysis [t(61) = 1.863,p = .10]. In the item analysis,
7 of 10 items showed a trend for shared mismatches to
increase choice probability. When the results from Experi-



ments 2A and 2B are combined, a significant effect does
emerge for shared mismatches to increase choice proba
bility, by an analysis of variance (ANOYA) with experi
ment (2A vs. 2B) as a between-subject variable [F(I ,146)
= 4.7, MSe = 0.07,p < .05], but there was no interaction
with experiment; the effect of shared mismatches was not
affected by the timing of the displayed items.

Discussion of Experiments 2A and 2B
The results of Experiments 2A and 2B are most con

sistent with a variability-based diagnosticity strategy.
According to this strategy, the influence of a dimension
increases as the variability (or number of values) along
this dimension among the choices increases. Although
the effect sizes were smaller than the effect sizes reported
by Tversky (1977), they indicated that items that shared
matching features with other alternatives were less likely
to be selected than items that did not share matching fea
tures. Although the results were more ambiguous for
shared mismatch trials, if anything, shared feature mis
matches seem to increase selection probability. InExperi
ment 2A, the influence of shared matches was signifi
cantly greater than the influence of shared mismatches.

It should be noted that another strategy that predicts
the pattern of results is "rarity-based diagnosticity," in
which similarity is determined by weighting features by
how rare they are within their sets. Shared rare features
might receive more weight than typical features because
they are highly informative. For example, the similarity
of zebras and tigers is increased substantially by their
shared possession of the feature "striped," which is a
fairly rare feature among animals. In the same manner, a
distinctive but typical feature might decrease similarity
to a lesser extent than a distinctive rare feature. The sim
ilarity of pigeons to cows is not decreased much by the pi
geons' possession of the feature "only one stomach."
Again, the rarer feature has more influence on (decreas
ing) similarity because it is more informative. Consistent
with our results, rarity-based diagnosticity predicts that
alternatives that share matching features will be chosen
relatively infrequently, and that alternatives that share
mismatching features will be chosen relatively frequently.

Neither the variability-based nor the rarity-based prin
ciple, by itself, predicts the asymmetry in Experiment 2A
between the influences of shared matching and mismatch
ing features. One possible account of the asymmetry is
that, because of an attenuating effect of an "odd value out"
strategy, shared mismatches increase selection probabil
ity less than shared matches decrease selection probabil
ity. Overall, however, the variability-based diagnosticity
hypothesis can account for the results more effectively
than the "odd value out" strategy, because the latter does
not predict an asymmetry (unless supplemented by the
variability-based diagnosticity strategy) and also predicts
the opposite influence of shared mismatching features
than was obtained.

Although we have distinguished Tversky's original
category-based diagnosticity from the other theories
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tested in the current experiment, the strategies do have
much in common. All of the strategies assume that the
weight associated with items' features depends on the
context defined by the other alternatives. Although the
contextual effects were not strong, they confirmed Tver
sky's basic finding that within-trial context can alter se
lections. Furthermore, all of the strategies assume that
the contextual effects are based on features' or items' being
emphasized because of their informativeness. The pri
mary difference is that Tversky's diagnosticity hypothesis
is based on the informativeness ofa feature for determin
ing categorizations that involve all of the items that are
displayed on a given trial. The principles that received
support here are based on the informativeness of a dimen
sion (variability-based diagnosticity) or dimension value
(rarity-based diagnosticity).

These results, combined with those from Experi
ment 2A, indicate significant context effects, but on a
smaller scale than the 40% differences reported by Tversky
(1977). Several possible explanations for this difference
were pursued. First, one factor leading to the attenuated
influence of context may be the use of a within-subject de
sign with many repeated trials, encouraging participants
to adopt consistent, context-independent, choice prefer
ences. In a test of this hypothesis, the two measures of
degree of contextual influence were regressed on blocks
but were not found to be significant[F(I,61) < 1.3, MSe =
lA, p < .05]. Accordingly, there is no evidence that later
trials were less sensitive to contextual manipulations than
were early trials. Second, we may have obtained smaller
context effects than Tversky (1977) because, in several
of his examples, a high percentage ofchoices were for B
items, and he did not control for these. Third, with the
small context effects obtained here, the effect size is
roughly the same as (or larger than) those obtained in
other studies ofdiagnosticity effects in similarity (James
Hampton, personal communication, March 1991).Fourth,
the influence ofdiagnosticity may be in competition with
other factors that drive context effects (see, for example,
the attraction effects discussed in Medin et aI., 1995).

Ultimately, the comparison between these results and
Tversky's (1977) data may be difficult to make, given the
variety of materials that Tversky used to test his princi
ple. In fact, some of the materials (e.g., Tversky's Fig
ure 4) do unambiguously involve shared mismatches, but
these materials are combined with materials that seem to
test shared matches. Tversky's original formulation of
the diagnosticity hypothesis makes different predictions
in these two cases, even though the net result for both
shared matches and mismatches is to increase the simi
larity between two alternatives. One of the central pur
poses of Experiments 2A and 2B was to disentangle the
effects of shared features that increase versus decrease
similarity to a standard. We do find discrepancies be
tween subjects' sorting of objects into categories and their
choice judgments that would not be expected by Tver
sky's category-based diagnosticity premise. The impor
tance of dimensions does seem to be dynamically based



Figure 3. (A) Sample stimuli from Experiment 3. Nonmonoto
nicities are obtained if objects A and C are judged to be more
similar than objects A and B. The only difference between ob
jects Band C is on line thickness, and A and B have the same
value on this dimension. (B) The abstract, multidimensional rep
resentation of this, and every other, set is shown.
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on their diagnosticity,but it appears not to be based on their
diagnosticity for grouping objects together, but rather on
their diagnosticity for distinguishing among alternatives.

In sum, the results of Experiments 2A and 2B are con
sistent: There seems to be a strong influence of shared
matching features in decreasing choice probability and a
weaker influence of shared mismatching features in in
creasing choice probability. These results are consistent
with either of two strategies-placing emphasis on di
mensions that show large amounts of variability within
a stimulus set or placing emphasis on dimension values
that are rare. Both ofthese strategies, particularly the first,
are consistent with the intransitivities from Experiment 1;
dimensions or dimension values seem to be dynamically
weighted as a function oftheir informativeness within the
set of items presented on a single trial.

EXPERIMENT3A
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Shape/orientiation

The first two experiments demonstrate that the context
in which a similarity judgment is made can produce vi
olations of transitivity and of choice independence. In
both cases, the context was defined by the items pre
sented on a particular trial. Experiment 3 explored the
possibility that even when the context of the comparison
remains constant, comparisons themselves can evoke
their own context in the form of a contrast set (Kahne
man & Miller, 1986; Lehrer & Kittay, 1992). Even in com
parisons that involve only two items, different contrast
sets may emerge, depending on which dimensions are
foregrounded or highlighted by the comparison.

Gamer (1962)argued that dimensions are foregrounded
when there is variation along them (see also Bransford,
Franks, Vye, & Sherwood, 1989; Pomerantz & Lockhead,
1991). On seeing a circle drawn in black ink in the cen
ter ofa card, one often does not imagine that it might have
been colored differently, moved to a corner, printed with
thicker lines, or drawn three-dimensionally, unless these
variations are explicitly mentioned. People naturally cre
ated an "inferred set" of possible alternatives when de
scribing a stimulus. Similarly, Kahneman and Miller's
(1986) norm theory assumes that a presented situation
evokes a set of alternatives that are used in subsequent
evaluations ofthe original situation. Evoked alternatives,
inferred sets, and contrast sets all have in common the
notion that objects or situations spontaneously call to
mind other related objects.

Adding unique features may change the salience of a
previously backgrounded dimension (i.e., a dimension
ignored because oflack of variation) of the comparison
pair, and therefore also the contrast set evoked by the al
ternatives. This spontaneous evocation of contrast sets
can potentially lead to situations where adding a unique
feature to one ofa pair of objects does not decrease their
similarity. Consider the top pair of shapes labeled A and
B in Figure 3. The contrast set for this comparison would
likely be other shapes, perhaps with similar regularity
and angularity. The dimension on which the objects dif
fer (orientation) is salient, while the many ways they are

similar (e.g., thickness of lines, color, size on the page,
texture, etc.) are backgrounded: they are not considered
relevant for the judgment (Garner, 1962). In the second
pair of curves, A and C, a unique feature, line thickness,
has been added to C, and the similarity relative to the first
pair should therefore decrease in that a featural similar
ity has been removed. However, the contrast set for the
comparison may also have changed, expanding to include
shapes ofdifferent thicknesses. In the context ofthe thick
line, it becomes apparent that the shapes could vary on a
second dimension-line thickness. Yet, on this new dimen
sion, the two shapes are relatively close; their lines vary
only slightly within the range ofpossible line thicknesses
defined by the contrast set. The first pair lies at the ex
tremes of its contrast set because the shapes have oppo
site orientations, but the second pair is relatively similar
in the expanded set. Thus, although a unique feature has
been added in the second comparison, it is possible to pre
dict that A and C will not receive a lower similarity rating
than will A and B. In fact, A and C may receive a higher
similarity rating, in violation ofan assumption of mono
tonicity, according to which adding a common feature to
two items should never decrease their similarity, and
adding a unique feature to one ofthe items but not the other
should never increase their similarity (Tversky, 1977).

An abstract characterization of the experimental logic
is shown on the right side of Figure 3. Items A and B dif
fer considerably on the horizontal dimension; items B
and C have the same value on this horizontal dimension.
Items A and B have identical values on the second, ver
tical dimension. Items A and C have slightly different val
ues on this dimension. If this vertical dimension is a nor
mally backgrounded dimension such as line thickness,
then participants who are given only A and B to compare
may not even consider their similarity on this dimension
when evaluating their similarity. However, when given
the comparison between A and C, a second group ofpar
ticipants may consider the vertical dimension because of
variation along it between the compared items, and in
crease their similarity estimates accordingly (reasoning



that "A and C may be far on the horizontal dimension,
but they are quite close on the vertical dimension, so I will
give them an intermediate similarity rating"}?

In Experiment 3, we employed the design shown in
Figure 3 to construct sets of three stimuli that we predicted
would produce potential nonmonotonicities. Participants
judged the similarity of pairs of these triples in one of two
conditions. In one condition (three-way comparison), ob
jects A, B, and C were simultaneously displayed. In the
second condition (two-way comparison), A and B were
displayed on some trials and A and C were displayed on
others (Medin et a!., 1993).

Forthe three-way comparison, the same contrast set that
is used for the A-B comparison is likely to be used for the
A-C comparison because the same three items are present
during both comparisons. If the same contrast set is used
for both comparisons, then it is expected that A-B pairs
will receive higher similarity ratings than A-C pairs, re
flecting the physically greater similarity of the A-B pairs.
For the two-way comparison condition, however, it was
predicted that the similarity ofthe A-C pairs would be not
be greater (and may be less) than their corresponding A-B
pairs, because different contrast sets would be invoked in
the two comparisons. As argued above, the addition of a
unique feature in C is predicted to increase the size of the
contrast set for the comparison and to foreground a di
mension backgrounded in the A-B comparison.

Even if context-dependent foregrounding of typically
backgrounded dimensions occurs, it may be difficult to
find materials that reliably produce nonmonotonicities
situations in which the A-C pair actually receives higher
similarity ratings than A-B pairs. However, obtaining
equivalent ratings for the two pairs in the two-way com
parison condition will provide only weak evidence for
contextual influences, because the two-way condition
may not offer sufficient sensitivity to detect the small
physical difference between Band C. It is reasonable to
expect more differential responding to A-B and A-C
pairs in the three-way context because they are simulta
neously present, and it is common for relational judg
ments to be more sensitive than absolute ones (Miller,
1956). To make certain that any observed differences be
tween A-B and A-C judgments in the two different com
parison conditions are not simply due to sensitivity ef
fects, an additional set of control stimuli were designed
that did not involve backgrounded dimensions. For these
stimuli, a large difference between the two comparison
conditions was not expected.

In sum, the current experiments tested the common
assumption that the same dimensions were used to de
scribe an object whenever it was compared to other ob
jects. Violations of this assumption were expected when
certain, typically backgrounded, dimensions were fore
grounded by variation along them in a set of objects.

Method
Subjects. Ninety-eight undergraduate students from Indiana

University, divided evenly into the two-way and three-way condi
tions, served as subjects in order to fulfill a course requirement.
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Materials. Sets of three stimuli were designed in accordance
with five constraints (see Figure 3). First, the three objects varied
on two dimensions (although the dimensions sometimes were com
posed oftwo dimensions that varied together), dimensions X and Y.
Second, one of the objects (A) had exactly the same value on di
mension Y as another object (B), and B had exactly the same value
on dimension X as a third object (C). Third, an attempt was made
to make the difference between A and B on dimension X larger than
the difference between A and C on dimension Y.Fourth, an attempt
was made to design dimension Y such that it would be likely to be
"backgrounded" or ignored when no variation along it was present.
Fifth, the simultaneous presence ofdimensions X and Y did not cre
ate emergent features that could be responsible for the similarity of
A-C to be greater than the similarity of A-B (see note 2). Appen
dix A shows the nine sets of "backgrounded dimension" stimuli
used in the experiment.

Appendix B shows the six sets of control stimuli used in the ex
periment. The logic for constructing these items was different from
that used for the nine experimental items and involved three con
straints. First, object B was more similar than object C to object A
on one dimension, and object C was more similar than object B to
object A on the other dimension. Second, the similarity between A
and B was chosen to be somewhat greater than the similarity be
tween A and C. Third, both of the dimensions along which Band C
differed were chosen so as to be foregrounded. For example, in the
top set, B is more similar than C is to A on shape, and C is slightly
more similar to A on shading, and both of these dimensions are
likely to be noticed and used by participants in the two-way compar
ison condition.

The objects, approximately 5 X 5 em, were presented on a Mac
intosh II SI monitor. The objects appeared side by side, separated
horizontally by 8 em. Subjects viewing distance was not controlled,
but was approximately II cm.

Procedure. On each trial in the two-way rating condition, two
objects appeared on the screen, either A and B or A and C, from one
ofthe nine stimulus sets. No subject in the two-way rating condition
ever received the A-B and A-C comparison from the same set. In the
three-way rating condition, there were two rows of objects. One of
the rows contained A and B, and the other row contained A and C.
Subjects in the two-way rating condition were instructed to estimate
the similarity of the two displayed objects. Subjects in the three
way condition were instructed to first rate the similarity of the top
two objects and then to rate the similarity of bottom two objects.

Subjects gave their similarity ratings by moving a cursor on the
screen with a mouse. A 20-cm horizontal line was drawn along the
bottom of the screen. The left and right edges of the line were la
beled "Not Similar At All" and "Highly Similar," respectively. Par
ticipants were instructed to press a button on the mouse when the
cursor was positioned along the line at their subjective similarity
estimate.

Several factors were randomized: which of the nine stimulus sets
was presented on a particular trial, the spatial positioning (left or right)
of the two objects within a comparison, and the spatial positioning
(top or bottom) of the two comparisons for the three-way condition.

Results
Because of the rating technique used, similarity rat

ings were obtained on a scale of 1 to 550 (the total num
ber of different positions on the horizontal line that was
used as a scale). The results for both the backgrounded
dimensions and control items are shown in Figure 4. For
the items with backgrounded dimensions, the average
similarities for A-B and A-C pairs in the three-way com
parison condition were 274 and 224, respectively, show
ing overall monotonicity [unpaired t( 48) = 6.7, p <
.001]. The average similarities for A-B and A-C pairs in
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Experiment 3B was conducted to replicate the differ
ences between the two- and three-way comparisons of
Experiment 3A. In addition, the experimental task was
altered in an attempt to promote nonmonotonicities. Ex
periment 3A revealed no increase in similarity due to the
shared backgrounded dimension in the two-way com
parison. However, in order to show a "true" violation of
monotonicity, it is necessary to demonstrate significantly
greater similarity estimates for pairs that do not share the
backgrounded dimension than for pairs that do share this
dimension.

To increase the probability of finding violations of
monotonicity, it is important that the backgrounded di
mension in the A-C pair be detected by participants and
be influential in their judgments. To make variation on
that dimension more salient, subjects were asked, prior
to making their similarity judgments, to list the ways in
which each pair of objects was similar. This technique
was modeled after Wilson's "reasons listing" procedure
(see Wilson, Dunn, Kraft, & Lisle, 1989), which has been
used extensively in research on the effects of verbalizing
knowledge.

An additional effect of these instructions is to increase
the use of dimensions that are explicitly noticed, as op
posed to using the overall similarity of the stimuli. This
is potentially useful in creating nonmonotonicities, be
cause it has been shown that requiring people to justify
their judgments causes them to focus on a subset of di
mensions that varies from trial to trial (Levine, Halber
stadt, & Goldstone, 1996). Context effects can emerge

EXPERIMENT 3B

variation along it is apparent in the context of the three
items. However, when A and B are compared in isolation,
this dimension is more likely to be backgrounded, and thus
the similarity of A and B along the dimension is not in
creased much by this shared dimension. Consequently, in
the two-way comparison condition, A-B pairs are not rated
as being more similar than A-C pairs, despite their phys
ically greater similarity.

It might be argued that differences between A-B and
A-C pairs could be greater in the three-way, relative to
the two-way, condition simply because this condition is
more sensitive to dimension information in general. How
ever, the control sets argue against this. The A-B pairs of
the control sets were designed to be slightly more simi
lar to the A-C pairs, and this difference is equally reflected
in the two- and three-way conditions. In fact, for the iso
lated, two-way comparisons, the difference between A-B
and A-C ratings is much greater for the control items
than for the items with backgrounded dimensions, but this
relationship is reversed for the three-way comparisons.
Thus, the large context effect that is found for the criti
cal items is probably not due to a general sensitivity dif
ference between the conditions. The context effect is found
only when dimensions that are unlikely to be considered
in the two-way comparison between A and B are consid
ered in the three-way comparison.
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the two-way comparison condition were 265 and 259, re
spectively, nonsignificantly different in the direction of
a monotonicity [paired t(48) = 0.6,p >.3]. These results
reflect a significant comparison condition (two-way vs.
three-way) by pair (A-B vs. A-C) interaction [F(l,48) =
5.4, MSe = 12,p < .01], indicating that the similarity rat
ings for the pairs are significantly closer for the two-way
than for the three-way condition.

For the control set of items, the average similarities in
the two-way comparison condition for the A-B and A-C
items were 278 and 247, respectively. For the three-way
comparison condition, A-B and A-C similarities were 276
and 253, respectively. Thus, the comparison condition X
pair interaction that was found for the backgrounded di
mensions sets was not found for the control sets [F(l ,48) =
0.7, MSe = 15,p> .3], although there was a main effect
of A-B pairs being rated as being more similar than A-C
pairs [t(48) = 6.3, p < .01]. The difference between the
control and backgrounded dimension items is evidenced
by a significant three-way interaction between items
(control vs. backgrounded dimensions), pair, and com
parison condition [F(l,48) = 5.6, MSe = 21,p < .01],
accounted for by the fact that the A-B sets received sig
nificantly higher similarities than did the A-C sets at all
times except in the two-way condition with backgrounded
dimensions.

Figure 4. Results from Experiment 3A. The sets with back
grounded dimensions are shown in Appendix A; the control sets
are shown in Appendix B. In the three-way comparisons, all three
objects were presented simultaneously. In the two-way compar
isons, only objects A and B or objects A and C were presented.

Discussion
Experiment 3A showed strong context effects on sim

ilarity ratings, but only for those stimuli that had dimen
sions that were likely to be backgrounded. Backgrounded
dimensions are dimensions that are not noticed and used
when there is no variation along them among the compared
items. For these sets, shown in Appendix A, the relative
similarity ofA-B and A-C pairs is quite different, depend
ing on whether the pairs are displayed simultaneously or
in isolation. When displayed together, a strong monoto
nicity is observed, with A-B pairs receiving higher sim
ilarity ratings than A-C pairs, presumably because oftheir
greater physical similarity on the dimension along which
Band C differ. This dimension is foregrounded because
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Figure 5. Results from Experiment 38.

Trials from the same stimulus set were randomly yoked
across subjects in the two- and three-way comparison con
ditions. In the three-way condition, A-B displays were
rated as being more similar than their randomly yoked
A-C displays for 86% of the sets (A-B displays were rated
as more similar than their naturally accompanying A-C
displays for 93% of the sets). In the two-way condition,
only 43% ofA-B similarity ratings were greater than the
yoked A-C ratings. A condition (two- vs. three-way com
parison) X comparison (A-B vs. A-C) ANOVA on the
randomly yoked sets revealed a significant interaction
[F(1,107) = 7.2, MSe = 9.4, P < .01], indicating that the
difference between A-B and A-C comparisons was greater
in the three-way than in the two-way condition.

Discussion
Although Experiment 3B did not find an overall sig

nificant nonmonotonicity in the two-way comparison
condition, strong context effects were found. First, even
though the addition of a unique feature to C decreased
similarity (in accordance with the monotonicity assump
tion) in the three-way comparison, it tended to increase
similarity when the A-B and A-C comparisons were
judged in isolation. This difference reached significance
when A appeared on the right side of screen (a result dis
cussed below). When the data were treated as forced
choice similarity judgments, participants adhered to the
monotonicity assumption significantly less often in the
two-way than in the three-way condition.

The effects in this experiment and Experiment 3A can
be understood in terms of compared items eliciting dif
ferent contrast sets that are used for evaluating the items'
similarity. When objects that differed widely on only one
of two dimensions (objects A and B) were compared,
subjects tended to neglect their common dimension (par
ticularly if the common dimension could be back
grounded). When objects differed widely on one dimen
sion and slightly on another dimension (objects A and
C), then both dimensions were considered relevant to the
comparison. When subjects were encouraged to consider

A-C

Two-way
Comparisons

A-BA-CA-B

Three-way
Comparisons

Results
In the three-way comparison condition, the average

similarities for A-B and A-C pairs were 278 and 232, re
spectively [unpaired 1(58) = 4.7,p < .001]. In the two
way comparison condition, the average similarities for
A-B and A-C pairs were 269 and 283, respectively [paired
1(47) = 1.5, P = .14]. Thus, for the three-way compari
son, a strong monotonicity was found, and for the two
way comparison, a nonsignificant trend in the direction
of nonmonotonicity was found. In an item analysis, for
the three-way comparison, all nine sets produced mono
tonicities, with A-B similarities being greater than A-C
similarities. For the two-way comparison, five of the
nine sets produced nonmonotonicities.

The results also indicated an asymmetry in similarity
ratings that depended on the spatial positions on the
screen of the compared objects. This asymmetry is shown
in Figure 5. Collapsing across both conditions, when ob
ject A was on the left side of screen, average similarity
was 262; when A was on the right, similarity was 269
[unpaired t(107) = 2.4, P < .05]. For the two-way com
parison condition, there was a significant position (A on
left vs. A on right) X displayed objects (A and B vs. A
and C) interaction on similarity assessments [F( 1,107) =
4.1, MSe = 8.2, P < .05]. This same interaction for the
three-way condition did not approach significance
[F(I, 107) = 1.8, MSe = 7.7, p > .1]. Ifwe restrict our at
tention to the trials in which A is on the right, the non
monotonic trend observed in the two-way condition be
comes significant, with B-A and C-A comparisons
obtaining similarity assessments of 271 and 290, respec
tively [unpaired t(58) = 2.2, P < .05].

The two- and three-way comparison conditions can
also be compared by treating the results as though they
were obtained from a forced-choice similarity judgment.

Methods
Subjects. One hundred and eight undergraduate students from

Indiana University served as subjects in order to fulfill a course re
quirement. Sixty and 48 participants were assigned to the two-way
and three-way comparison conditions, respectively.

Materials and Procedure. The procedure was the same as that
used in Experiment 3A, with the following exceptions. First, only
the nine sets of items with backgrounded dimensions (shown in Ap
pendix A) were used; no control sets were used. Second, prior to
each similarity rating, subjects in both the two- and three-way con
ditions were instructed to "describe the features that these two ob
jects have in common." The subjects described each common fea
ture by typing the description on a line by itself and pressing the
"return" key. They were required to list at least one common fea
ture. After they were finished describing the commonalities, they
typed "end" on a line by itself and proceeded to give their similar
ity rating.

only if people differentially weight dimensions on dif
ferent trials. To the extent that a general, overall consid
eration ofdimensions occurs on each trial, context effects
are unlikely to occur. Asking participants to justify their
similarity assessments seems to be one way to disengage
overall similarity assessments across the entire set of avail
able dimensions.
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the same dimensions in both comparisons (in the three
way comparison condition), the same comparison stan
dards were used, and A and C were judged to be much less
similar than A and B, in accordance with the mono
tonicity assumption.

Some alternative accounts for the different patterns of
A-B and A-C comparisons in the two- and three-way com
parison conditions can be rejected. First, the failure to
obtain monotonicity in the two-way condition was not sim
ply due to overly subtle dimension Y differences between
objects A and C. Although differences along this dimen
sion were designed to be small, they were large enough
to be noticed 93% of the time in three-way comparisons.

Second, the obtained nonmonotonicity from the two
way condition (when analysis was restricted to trials where
object A was displayed on the right) cannot simply be
explained by greater weighting of dimension X than di
mension Y. Dimensional stretching and shrinking (Nosof
sky, 1986) cannot produce nonmonotonicities, and also
cannot explain the importance of dimension Y for the
three-way comparison. Ifthe dimensions are dynamically
weighted according to comparison condition, then the re
sults can be explained, but such a weighting account
would probably involve an explanation similar to the one
advocated here, based on the backgrounding of nonvary
ing dimensions.

Third, the results cannot be explained simply in terms
of a process of averaging dimensional similarities, al
though, again, such a process can provide an explanation
in conjunction with dimensional backgrounding. Re
search indicates that judgments may sometimes be made
by averaging evidence from different aspects (Anderson,
1982; Kahneman, Fredrickson, Schreiber, & Redelrneier,
1993). An averaging process can produce nonmonoto
nicities in that positively valenced information can lower
subjective utilities. For example, a student with a superb
GPA but unknown references may be rated 9 on a scale
of 1-10, but the same student with a superb GPA and
good references may be rated 8 if the information from
GPA (subjective value = 9) is averaged with the infor
mation from references (subjective value = 7). An aver
aging process could account for the observed nonmono
tonicities, but only if it is additionally assumed that the
same dimension that is averaged into A-C judgments is
not averaged into A-B judgments. That is, A-C pairs may
be judged as fairly similar due to an averaging of one
highly similar dimension and one moderately similar di
mension, whereas A and B are judged as less similar be
cause they have one moderately similar dimension (and
one backgrounded dimension that is not noticed). In short,
an averaging process explains the relatively high A-C
similarity ratings, but only ifour claim ofcontext-driven
encoding of dimensions is assumed.

One post hoc account for why departures from mono
tonicity were greater when object A was on the right is
that the object on the left was the first object noticed, and
it established the initial set of dimensions that were used
for comparison. Furthermore, object A often contained
a "default" value on dimension Y that would make the

dimension more likely to be backgrounded. For example,
for the thickness dimension, the default value is i-pixel
line, the default for length ofobject's bottom line is just
long enough to connect to object, the default for position
offace is centered, and the default for orientation ofsus
pended ball is upright. When the object that contains the
default (A) is on the left, subjects may not encode the
backgrounded dimension. As such, when the object on
the right (C) is subsequently viewed, it seems quite dif
ferent, because it appears to require the postulation of a
dimension not previously considered. When C is on the
left, dimension Y is not as likely to be backgrounded, and
dimension Y will be considered before participants ex
amine A on the right. In short, when C is on the left, the
A-C difference appears to be only a slight difference of
dimension values; when A is on the left, the A-C differ
ence appears, at first, to be a difference of what dimen
sions are needed to describe the objects. Accordingly,
the nonmonotonicity, because it requires high similarity
estimates for A-C comparisons, is most significant when
C is the first object considered.

Because the materials used in the experiment were se
lected for their tendency to produce nonmonotonicities,
conclusions can be drawn only with regard to the existence,
rather than frequency, ofnonmonotonicity. Nevertheless,
our results corroborate other findings of nonmonotonic
ities in judgment and reasoning (e.g., Kahneman et al.,
1993). In many cases, the same notion of context-driven
contrast sets seems to be at work. Slovic (1985) asked
participants to rate the attractiveness of two bets sepa
rately: (1) a 7/36 chance to win $9, and (2) a 7/36 chance
to win $9 and a 29/36 to lose 5¢. Participants rated the
second bet as more attractive, even though it added only
a negative outcome. As in the current results, adding a
small negative outcome may make participants invoke a
contrast set in which larger losses would have been pos
sible, a possibility that they do not consider in the first
scenario. Birnbaum, Coffey, Mellers, and Weiss (1992)
found a similar nonmonotonicity with assessments of
lotteries in which dimensions that possessed values of
zero were assigned relatively low weight. Their findings
are consistent with the idea that dimensions are ne
glected when they are given default values.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the three reported experiments are im
portant for several reasons. First they indicate the con
textualized nature of similarity judgment. In all three ex
periments, the alternatives present during a particular
comparison influenced which dimensions were fore
grounded, and therefore considered and weighted, injudg
ment. In Experiment I, dimensions that were especially
relevant for distinguishing between alternatives were
foregrounded. In Experiment 2, dimensions that had
greater variability within the set ofpresented items were
foregrounded. In Experiment 3, dimensions were fore
grounded by introducing variation along them among the
compared items. Together, the experiments provide evi-



dence that dimensional salience is modified on line, at the
time of a comparison, rather than being fixed by a priori
physical properties.

Several specific levels of context appear to influence
dimensional salience. Earlier trials create a context within
which later trials are assessed. Contexts can also be de
fined by the alternatives present within a single trial.
Tversky's (1977) diagnosticity effect and Experiments I
and 2 demonstrate cases in which the diagnosticity of in
formation within a set ofalternatives changes the weight
ing of the information. Experiment 3 argues that even
when other alternatives are not present to provide a con
text for the judgment, the compared items themselves es
tablish their own context (see Kahneman & Miller, 1986).
Isolated comparisons seem to be made by recruiting stan
dards of comparison that define the dimensions and al
ternatives relevant for a particular trial. Overall, these con
text effects parallel those found for other types ofjudgment
(Medin et al., 1995).

Although the three experiments explore quite different
context effects, preliminary work can be made toward a
process model of similarity (and perhaps of judgment
more generally) that can account for all three results. In
fact, many of the processing mechanisms that are required
for some of the context effect are also required for oth
ers. In particular, all three experiments suggest the exis
tence ofa process that highlights dimensions that exhibit
variability (mutability) within a context. When the mag
nitude ofdifference between choices' values on a dimen
sion is great, then the dimension becomes relatively impor
tant (Experiment I). When the number of qualitatively
distinct values that a dimension takes is large, then the
dimension similarly becomes important (Experiment 2).
When variation along a dimension is introduced, then a
dimension that may otherwise have been ignored comes
to influence judgments (Experiment 3). As such, a full
processing account of similarity judgments should con
tain a mechanism that dynamically alters the importance
of dimensions as a function of their variability. In this
way, the different violations of standard assumptions of
choice and similarity models may be produced by the
same basic process-a process that does not use the same
dimension weights across comparisons but, rather, ad
justs the weights to reflect the transitory diagnosticity of
the dimension.

The experiments also provide evidence against some
common assumptions made by models of similarity and
choice. Assumptions oftransitivity (Experiment I), choice
independence of irrelevant alternatives (Experiments 2
and 3), and perhaps monotonicity (Experiment 3) were
violated. We do not wish to claim that these assumptions
are necessarily commonly violated-customization of
dimensions was used to find violations of transitivity, and
materials were carefully designed to produce nonmonot
onicities. Nor do we intend to leave the impression that
context effects always and inevitably affect judgments.
For example, although participants do change their sim
ilarity judgments due to the context provided by task in-
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structions (Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Melara, Marks, &
Lesko, 1992), such shifts are often incomplete (Goldstone,
1994a). Subjects attend to stimulus properties even when
they are required to ignore them (Egeth, 1966; Stroop,
1935), and overall similarity across many properties is
used even when subjects are told specific properties to
use for comparisons (Allen & Brooks, 1991; Sadler &
Shoben, 1993). Although explicit instructions are one of
the strongest contextual pressures for altering responses
to properties, even these contextual influences have limits.

Nonetheless, the fact that we can observe systematic
violations of such fundamental assumptions as transitiv
ity and monotonicity is important, not because it under
mines the concept ofsimilarity, but because it emphasizes
the need to consider the processing side ofsimilarity.There
is a temptation to conclude that, by shifting contexts, one
can make any two objects have any degree of perceived
similarity. This conclusion is misguided, because it con
tinues the unfortunate practice offocusing solely on out
comes or judgments rather than the processes that give
rise to them. The motivation for our studies is to develop
processing underpinnings to combine with the structural
underpinnings associated with MDS or featural models
of similarity. In that sense, our work is in the spirit of
alignment-based similarity models (e.g., Gentner, 1989;
Gentner & Markman, 1994; Goldstone, 1994b; Holyoak
& Thagard, 1989; Medin et a!., 1993; Markman & Gent
ner, 1993a, 1993b) that tend to be more explicit about
processes underlying comparisons.

CONCLUSION

The goal of the three experiments has been to explore
three notions ofcontext, three processes for determining
what properties will be considered important for a com
parison. At a general level, the processes are based on
informational diagnosticity, but differ from Tversky's di
agnosticity principle, which is related to the usefulness
offeatures for creating potential categories. The processes
involve the diagnosticity of a feature for distinguishing
between candidate choices, the diagnosticity ofa dimen
sion in terms of its informativeness within a set, and the
diagnosticity of a feature for an implied contrast set.

In previous work (Medin et al., 1993), we suggested
that the properties that are used for evaluating similarity
are fully fixed only after the comparison process has
begun. Likewise, the current work argues that similarity
is not determined solely by object representations that
are fixed prior to the comparison episode. The first two
experiments suggest that the alternatives present on a
trial influence how salient particular features will be
within an object. The last experiment goes further, sug
gesting that even when no alternatives are explicit, a
comparison of two objects will evoke other dimensions
and objects. Alternatives, when present, influence item
representations and, when absent, are spontaneously gen
erated. Contextual effects may be virtually inevitable,
and so it behooves us to try to understand them.
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NOTES

I. These data do violate moderate stochastic transitivity, according to
which P(A,C) should be at least as large as the minimum of P(A,B) and
P(B,C).

2. This potential effect based on expandable contrast sets is theoret
ically distinct from "false" nonmonotonicities that can be produced by
the emergence of a more abstract dimension in the stimuli. For exam
ple, Goldstone, Medin, and Gentner (1991) found that an item similar
to "XX" is judged to be more similar to "YY" than it is to "XY." Al-
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though "XX" and "XY" share a feature that "XX" and "YY" do not (an
"X" in the first position), this is not a true nonmonotonicity because
"XX" and "YY" have an emergent common feature that "XX" and
"XY" do not: two identical letters. This would be a genuine nonmono
tonicity only if this abstract, relational feature were not psychologically
important, but existing evidence strongly suggests otherwise (Gentner,
1989; Markman & Gentner, 1993a, 1993b). The nonmonotonicity tested
in the current experiment is not based on the emergence of new dimen
sions, but rather on changes in the salience of existing dimensions due
to changing contrast sets.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
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